
World-class cockpit seat repair shop 
Enhancing pilot comfort and flight safety



A seat is to a pilot what a throne 
is to a king, encompassing critical 
dimensions of flying - providing 
comfort for pilots and crews 
during long flight hours, and 
ensuring safety by making control 
mechanisms and cockpit panels 
accessible 
to pilots.

When these essential components 
of an aircraft cabin suffer damage, 
you need a partner that’s got you 
covered. That’s us. With more than 
1,500 Boeing and Airbus cockpit 
seat repaired and counting, we 
have established solid expertise in 
cockpit seat repair. Furthermore, 
holding an EASA Design 
Organization Approval 21J, we 
possess extensive capabilities to 
craft customized repair solutions for 
each customer, ultimately enabling 
us to offer the swiftest turnaround 
times out there at the most 
competitive prices.

 » High capacity: dedicated shop for repair 
and overhaul of cockpit seats.

 » Lowest TAT guaranteed: inspection to 
quote in 7 days, full repair in 14  
overhaul in 21. 

 » Complies with Part 145 requirements 
set forth by major aviation regulation 
bodies such as EASA and FAA. 

 » Design of bespoke solutions as an 
EASA DOA 21J organization. 

 » Comprehensive stock of parts for 
Boeing & Airbus. 

 » Exchange seats and replacement seats 
options available.  

Choose Fokker Services Group for 
unparalleled expertise and efficiency in 
cockpit seat repair.

Program Highlights



Seat type chart*

Airbus

ATR

BAe 146/Avro

Boeing

Bombardier / 
Dash8

Embraer

Aircraft-type

Airbus 
A318-A321
TAAI1-series
TAAI2-series
TAAI3-series
 

 

Boeing-747
3A020-series
3A090-series
3A102-series
3A103-series
3A254-series
3A258-series
 

Embraer-
135/140/145
147-series

Stelia

Ipeco

Ipeco

Ipeco

Goodrich

Sicma/Zodiac

Manufacturer 
pilot seat

Airbus A330
TAAI1-series
TAAI2-series
TAAI3-series
 
 

Boeing-757
3A044-series
3A064-series
3A090-series
3A254-series
3A303-series

Airbus A310
TAAI1-series
TAAI2-series

ATR42/ATR72
3A063-series

BAe-146
3A009-series

Boeing-737
3A059-series
3A090-series
3A226-series
3A296-series

Dash8-400
1414-series

ERJ170/
ERJ190/
ERJ195
180-series

Aircraft-model / part number-series pilot seats

Airbus A340
TAAI1-series
TAAI2-series
TAAI3-series
 
 

Boeing-767
3A044-series
3A064-series
3A090-series
3A254-series
3A441-series
3A458-series

Airbus A350
TAAI8-series
 
 

Boeing-777
3A334-series
3A201-series
3A441-series
3A444-series
3A479-series
3A482-series

Airbus A380
TAAI4-series
 

 

Boeing-787
3A380-series
3A383-series
3A384-series

If you’re looking for other part number series or 
want to send a quotation request, get in touch today: 
ccs@fokkertechniek.com 

*We can offer different price options per repair like 
minor repair, major repair, cosmetic repairs, overhaul.
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Singapore +65 6481 1080About Fokker Services Group
Fokker Services Group is an independent aerospace service company 
with a global reach. Providing comprehensive solutions from its five 
facilities in Europe, Asia and the Americas, Fokker Services Group is a 
key partner for regional, narrow-body and wide-body platforms in the 
Commercial, VIP, Cargo and Defense markets. The organization offers 
a unique set of capabilities, products and services: ‘Modifications & 
Engineering Services’ for the latest technical solutions; ‘Component 
Services’ such as nose-to-tail programs, exchange services, and 
component repairs; ‘Material Services’ such as parts manufacturing, 
spares deliveries, and tear-downs; ‘Airframe Services’ for aircraft MRO 
including lease transitions and painting; and ‘Aircraft Completion & 
Conversion Services’ for Executive, VVIP and Special Mission aircraft 
upgrades.

Independent Leader in Maintenance, 
Modifications & Conversions

Your Fleet, Our Solutions. Together
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